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The reinforcement technology of Korea E&C is 

The reinforcement technology of Korea E&C is 
the scientific technology.

differnt from the existing technology

Korea E&C realizes 0% defect after construction.

The bearing force of the footing of an existing structure is proved 100%
in the process of reinforcement construction.



KRENC HYSTORY

Established a corporation specialized in structural reinforcement of existing buling or structure

Registration of U.S.A and China patent on pile press method using structure’s reaction for PCT.

The world first ‘Restoration work to raise a leaning building with 19 stories’

The world first ‘Work to raise temple structure to 1.3 m 

Certification of the New Excellent Technology No.629 

Registation “Byun Hang Ryong” as a master at Northeast Forestry

Certification of the New Excellent Technology No.682

Completion of pressing Φ609 pile (PHC+Steel composit Pile) 

Development of no open-cut two way tunneling system

Aired in TV about ‘Restoration work to raise a Pisa-like building’.

      above the ground with boulder-foundation in China ’

     ‘Foundation Reinforcement Technology’

     ‘Column Reinforcement Technology’

     to 40 m at Φ609 Concrete-Filled Steel Pipe Load Test

     which dose not need the temporary propel wall

     University in Heilongjiang, China



Foundation Reinforcement Technology

New Excellent Technology certification No. 629

It is the technology of constructing using a hydraulic jack without digging.

This technology is possible to be constructed in the narrow space. 

It is the eco-friendly construction technology that there is no vibration, 

   noise, dusts and waste coming frome digging or drop hammer. 

The depth and the load of every pressed pile are recorded, so it is the 

   scientific and safety-secured technology that the load test can be done

   100%. 

The Jack Pile technology of Korea E&C is the foundation reinforcement 

   technology which solves structure’s foundation reinforcement, restoration 

   to raise, vertical lift, underground extension, replacement reinforcement 

   and parallel movement which were the crux with the current technology.

JP-1 : Remodeling  -1 above ground extension

JP-2 : Restoration to raise a leaning structure
JP-3 : Parallel Movement or Rotation
JP-4 : Structure Lifting 
           (Bridges and traditional archtectures)

                                -2 underground extension/

                                -3 above/below ground extension
                                -4 establishment of underlayer

                                    elevator pit extension

                                    after raising a structure



This building will 
be remodeled, so we have

to empty our room
 in this month...

It is a big problem..

I heard that 
our building will be 

remodeled. Can we really
run the business without

 breaking off?

Yes, we can
because the foundation

can be perfectly reinforced
without vibration and

noise even in a 
small space.

Above Ground Extension
It is the technology which extends an existing building upward from the rooftop
after reinforcing the foundation and other structures using Jack Pile without oc-
cupants’ leaving the building.
(New Excellent Technology certification No. 629 - Foundation Reinforcement)

Possible with KOREA E&C !!

Reinforced the foundation of the existing building with 10 stories and extended vertically to building with 15 stories. (2010, Seoul)



Vertical extension applying
 The reinforcing technology of structure-foundation using equipment is difficult to work in the 

 The Jack Pile technology is the scientific technology of which the strata of reinforced pile end
can be measured as a quantitative N value. It can reinforce the foundation by poit bearing piles
without vibration, noise and dusts as approaching close to a column or wall in a small space
while a structure is being used. By settling columns outside of a building or reinforcing the
minimum column in side of a building, it can extend building vertically while running a business
, applying pillar/earthquake resistance reinforcement technology designated as ‘New Excellent
Technology’.

space which is close to columns or small space. Also, it need the long-term moving out of
occupants because vibration, dust and noise occur during construction.

the current construction technology

Vertical extension applying Jack Pile

Jack Pile

current 

No annoying moving
out during construction

make me happy in
this hard times!



excavated state under the B4 floor. steel-pile nail earth retaining wall 160 tons pressurization pile is
pressed. elevator pit underground extension

Extension section

Existing section

Underground extension
section

LEGEND

Underground Extension / Elevator Pit Extension
When the building gets underground extension, a thin pile like micropile often

ends up being excavated unless it is reinforced by additional bracing process.

However, Jack Pile can excavate underground 5m without reinforcing bracing

and form a safely floating structure with smaller load. 

(New Excelent Technology certification 629 - Foundation Reinforcement)

Using elevator
from basement is 
very convenient!!

With KOREA E&C, it changes !!



Remodeling2

Comparison the designs of underground extension (Parking-lot)

Excavation for Floating-Structure Forming

Unable to use an elevator on the underground parking lot

The floating structure by small diameter pile
  Off-center phnomena often occur because it is difficult to 
construct the pile close to a column with conventional 
construction equipment. And additional reinforcing up to 
the upper structure is required because it is a system 
settling a pile on the upper side of the foundation.
  Lower workability due to a smaller caliber pile which has 
smaller diameter is small should have bracing members
for prevention of buckling at intervals of about 1m. Also the
overall cost of construction is increased.

Jack Pile, the floating structure by pressed pile.
  Off-center gets smaller as construction which is close to a 
column is available. Also it isperfect and neat method because
a pile can settle inside of the foundation.
Even though bracing member is not established, 5m self-
reliance excavation and underground excavation is possible 
without worrying bucling. The overall cost and period of 
construction reduce beause workability is good.

Micro-pile, SPA Jackpile
Needed many 
  bracing

Damage of the 
 original form

Increase of the

period
construction 

High expense

Foundaion support

Preservation of
the original form

Reduction of

period
the construction

Economic expense

(current technology)
Able to use an elevator directly from the underground floor
(Jack Pile technology)

current Jack Pile



Remodeilng3

Extension of under & 
aboveground buildings
  This is the technology that constructs both underground parking lot and 
aboveground building, and then extends the two parts at the same time 
after making a low structure that dose not have underground parking lot
into floating structure using Jack Pile.
(New Excellent Technology certification No. 629 - Foundation Reinforcement 
/ New Excellent Technology certification No. 682 - Structure Reinforcement)

A low building without 
any parking lot.

It’s unbelievable to
 construct the upper and
the lower simultaneously

and safely.

We’re still in business 
during construction!!

Changalbe with KOREA E&C!!

■ Extended the existing hospital bulding which had one-story underground and five above the ground into
     two-story below and fourteen above the ground





Differential Settlement Restoration

Differential Settlement Restoration
  After a building construction is completed, if a structure gets tilted (differential

settlement), the usablility and the safety is significantly damaged.   Korea E&C can 

restore a building which is a subject to be demolished by relevant regulation(the 

slop of Class E) to a best structural state (the slope of Class A) using Jack Pile. 

(New Excellent Technology certification No. 629 - Foundation Reinforcement)

By inserting Jack Pile
until it gets the firm ground,

able to restore a tile 
and to increase safety.

Before (the slope of Class E)
Φ400PHC pile fondation differential settlement

After (the slope of Classe A)
reinforced foundation by Jack Pile

The above case was successfully completed on the boulder stone layers which had been unable to be penetrated
by concrete pile driving equipment

Happiness follows with KOREA E&C!!



Parallel Movement/Rotation

Parallel Movement & Rotation
  Movement and rotation goes through rasing-lifting-moving-lowering process
after cutting underground structures such as a foundation, pillar, retaing walll,
etc in the state that an existing structure is slightly lifted using Jack Pile. After
moving, a pillar is settled in the foundation of Jack Pile. 
(New Excellent Technology Certification No. 629)

With building rotation 
using Jack Pile,

rebuilding expense is 
reduced!!

The impossible becomes possible 
with KOREA E&C!!

Moving a measurement error PC box

Moving & Rotating Fujian Xiaman in China



Structure Raise

Structure Raise
(Bridge and Traditional Architectures)

It is the technology which can safely reise a traditional architectures
which piled up by stones.

We raised ‘the Hyun Mu Myo’, the cultural asset of 200 years ago, 
which is the broken stone foundation brick structure in Wangogin in Haju, China, and it was 
televised by Haju TV in China.

For the first time in the world, we raised up the entire bridge by 1.5m including the foundation of
the bridge. (New Excellent Technology Certification No. 629 - Foundation Reinforcement)

These traditonal 
architectures can be severely damaged

 when it rains hard to sink 
them down.

No worry with KOREA E&C!!

Raised the traditional architecture of the broken stone foundation brick structure 
(The Hyun Mu Myo in China)
Raised the entire bridges of Wang Dae Bridge



Structure Reinforcement

New Excellent Technology certification No. 682

Green Technology certification No. GT13-56

The exsiting adhesive reinforcement methods such as carbon fiber

reinforcement or steel plate reinforcement are adhering a carbon

fiber or steel place on the existing concrete surface using epoxy.

Therefore, when the adhesive is come off, the reinforcement effect

disappears.

If temperature changes, the length of every material changes be-

cause of expansion and contraction. However, it was discovered that

an adhesive epoxy come off by itself only by the temperature change 

regardless of adequacy of construction or materials, which is very

different from expansion and contradiction variation (the coefficient

of linear expansion) of the concrete. And the truth was concealed for

a long time that the thin place reinforcement technology such as fiber

or steel plate possibly have serious problems that the reinforced parts

can be come off when huge force such as earthquake acts. No-adhesion

technologies of Korea E&C are not only substantial to current concrete-

reinforcing principle, but exert magnificent additional effects such as

bending & sheer reinforcement and earthquake resistance capacity 

as well

BT-1 : Pillar Reinforcement

BT-2 : Slab Reinforcement

BT-3 : Beam Shear Reinforcement

BT-4 : Pillar Removal



Column Reinforcement

Column Reinforcement
  The technology of Korea E&C dose not require the process of surfaces chipping and anchor drilling
of the current technology. The earthquake resistance capacity and axial force get improved and a co-
lumn connected with wall is also reinforced easily without cutting, by installing T-shape section steel
or reinforcing steel bar on the outside of existing column which is penetrated through slabs of the up-
per/lower floor and by pre-stressing and eye-bolt connected with a wire-rope. Also, when this method
is applied, a vertical crack caused by tie hoop relaxation which occurs frequently in the H-beam com-
posite column or existing increased section column is perfectly controlled and even bucking of a ver-
tical reinforcing steel is also controlled with this technology, because a vertical reinforcing steel is 
strongly confined.

Current Jack Pile

Safe with KOREA E&C!!

Steel plate reinforcement
with epoxy bonded

When the increased section is not required
(Column earthquake-proof reinforcement using T-Plate & wire)

When the increased section is required
(Column earthquake-proof reinforcement using re-bar & wire)

Bolt Tension reinforcement
without bonded

Column Reinforcement Site using the BT technology
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Epoxy adhesive
- A, B, C

Re-bar, Con’c cement mortar

Carbon fiber, polymer mortar

temperaturethe coefficient of linear expansion

Slab Reinforcement

Slab Reinfrocement
  The current technology uses a carbon fiber, steel plate or fiber plate to the underbody of a slab with
epoxy resin. However, as linear expansion values of epoxy and concrete used as adhesive are very differ-
rent, the adhesive easily comes off when temperature changes. So consequently reinforcement effect 
vanishes if adhesive comes off, and what’s even worse is if fire breaks out toxic gas is generated, as 
epoxy coming bust by itself. Also, it cannot be constructed unless various affixed obstacles on the un-
derbody of a slab such as various pipes and ducts are removed. The technology of Korea E&C can effec-
tively reinforce the structures without removing various pipes and ducts with the unbonded technology.

One-way slab reinforcement 
concept diagram

Two-way slab reinforcement 
concept diagram

Trustworthy to be with KOREA E&C!!

Repetition of high temperature and low temperature 
/ repetition of freeze and melting

STRUCTURE

Adhesive
Reinforcing matarial



Current Jack Pile

Confident with KOREA E&C!!

Beam Shear Reinforcement

The existing reinforcement method which reinforces a carbon fiber or steel plate on the beam side of
T-shape beam with epoxy resin or a bolt turned out to have almost no effect regardless of the state 
whether a reinforcing material is come off or not. The reason for the discovery is explained with the
location that neutral axis of the T-Shape beam is in the slab. Therefore, it is proved that the most eff-
ective way to reinforce the T-Shape beam, is to reinforce the shear reinforcing steel by upper part of
the neutral axis and shut it down as much as possible, to make shear reinforcement effect work.

It started to come off soon 
after reinforcement

It’s very strong enough 
to endure more than 10 years

after constructions!!

The shear reinforcement effect of T-shape beam
 settle-on-the-side-of-beam (U=type)

-Brittle Failure

As the result of testing with the T-shape beam identical with the actual field condition, 

the settle-on-the-side-of-beam method has almost no shear reinforcement effect

The shear reinforcement effect of T-shape beam
close-type-settlement(Close type)

- Ductile Failure



steel pipe(D60, t=4)

Remove Columns

steel pipe(D60, t=4)

Column Removal

Column Removal
It is the technology which reinforces a beam and nearby column after removing a center column to 
maximize the use of the central space. 
(New Excellent Technology Certification No. 682 - Structure Reinforcement)

With KOREA E&C, it becomes convenient!!

Removed columns inside of the auditorium of the OO Missionary Center in Seoul



Other Construction Technology

Two-way Tunneling Construction Method
Though most of current technologies  follow the process of installing a huge brace and pushing it, Korea
E&C has upgraded technology which are able to pull from both sides without a brace so that construction
ability, and economic feasibility can be significantly improved.

CURRENT

TWO-WAY

For a steel pipe (above) and concrete box (below), the nember of pilots increases 
according to the frictional resistance condition

The technology of Korea E&C 
is economic and reasonable!!

Progressed simultaneously 
from both sides, 

to exact digging direction

The condition of the ground
 can be confirmed in advance as 
the pilot sent before pulling in

It can’t be confirmed
whether there is 
a sone or rock.

pilots are located inside of 
the press-fit object (the box or the pipe)

pilots are located outside of 
the press-fit objcet (the box or the pipe)



Two-way Tunneling Construction Method

Two-way Tunneling Construction Method
(When a workable space is secured on the both sides)

Stage

Stage

Stage

Stage

Stage

Stage

Prepare to work

Install the pilot 
for inducement

(tension members
or 

a casing 
& tension members)

Mount 
steel pipes

for tunneling

1st tunneling

Connect steel pipes

Complete tunneling
(remove a casing 

& tension member
for inducement)



Korea E&C’s Certificates of 
Patents and Awarts



The construction site of Korea E&C aired on various TV



Korea Engineering & Construction Co., LTD
KOREA E&C

TEL:

ADDRESS :

+82-2-578-0130 http://krenc.co.kr : krenc@krenc.co.kr

Head office : 2nd Floor, 210, Gwangnaru-ro, Seongdong-gu, Seoul, Republic of Korea
Institute of technology : 37, Anyangsan-ro, Hwasun-eup, Hwasun-gun, Jeollanam-do, Republic of Korea
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